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President Trump to Hold MAGA Rally in New Hampshire
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Tonight, the American people will hear directly from President Trump when he holds a Make
America Great Rally at the SNHU Arena in Manchester, New Hampshire.
Supporters of the President have been camped outside of the arena for days.

Kayleigh McEnany on Twitter
“Meet Karen - camping out 36 HOURS BEFORE the
@realDonaldTrump rally in Manchester, New
Hampshire! She’s FIRS...

In Manchester, we can expect to hear the President highlight promises made, promises kept in just
two and a half years in office.
Granite Staters have benefitted under the Trump Administration’s pro-growth agenda.
19,700 New Hampshire jobs added since the President was elected.
This includes 1,700 manufacturing jobs.
Since the President was elected, the unemployment rate in New Hampshire has decreased from 2.8%
to 2.5% - the fourth lowest in the nation.
The last time the unemployment rate in New Hampshire was this low was 1988.
The historic Tax Cuts and Jobs Act resulted in an average tax cut of $1,435 and generated nearly
1,000 jobs.
Food stamp recipients have declined from 93,812 to 76,113
New Hampshire cannot afford to turn back on this economic success.
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The Trump Administration is Ensuring Non-Citizens Do Not Abuse Our Nation's Public Benefits

This week, the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) announced the Trump Administration is
releasing a final rule that will ensure non-citizens do not abuse our nation’s public benefits.
The rule will go into effect on October 15th.
This rule ensures that if migrants enter or remain in the U.S. they must support themselves and not
rely on public benefits. This will saves hardworking taxpayers billions of dollars.
A migrant who receives public benefits above a certain threshold is known as a “public charge.”
If a migrant is found likely to become public charges they will not be allowed in the U.S.
Migrants found likely to become public charges will also be barred from adjusting their immigration
status.
The rule will offer guidance on how to determine whether an individual is a “public charge.” There
are several exemptions:
The rule has no impact on humanitarian programs.
It exempts trafficking and domestic violence victims
The rule does not consider many areas of government assistance, such as those that protect children
and pregnant women’s health.
This is a longstanding law that follows precedent. In 1996 President Bill Clinton signed two
bipartisan bills to help stop aliens from exploiting public benefits.
Public charge laws have been part of U.S. immigration law for more than 100 years as a ground of
inadmissibility.
Migrants coming to our country should be self-sufficient.
73% of Americans are in favor of requiring immigrants to be able to support themselves financially.
We must ensure our social public benefits programs are not abused by non-citizens and our social
safety nets are not jeopardized.
78% of households headed by a non-citizen with no more than a high school education use at least
one welfare program.
58% of all households headed by a non-citizen use at least one welfare program.
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While 202 Democrats continue to push a radical immigration policy that includes open borders and
healthcare for illegal immigrants, President Trump is keeping his promise of enforcing a
longstanding immigration law and will save taxpayers billions.

President Trump Is Championing American Energy and Manufacturing

This week, President Trump visited the Pennsylvania Shell ethylene cracker plant where he
demonstrated his ongoing commitment to U.S. energy and manufacturing.
It’s important to remember, the Pennsylvania economy is soaring under President Trump.
141,500 jobs have been added to the PA economy since the President was elected.
This includes 5,000 manufacturing jobs to the PA economy.
Since the President was elected, the unemployment rate in Pennsylvania dropped from 5.4% To
3.8%
Pennsylvanians have benefitted from the passage of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act.
The average Pennsylvanian saved $1,426 from the historic tax cuts.
8,693 jobs were generated in the state from the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act.
While in western Pennsylvania, President Trump addressed workers and touted his administration’s
pro-energy policies.
The President’s agenda has allowed U.S. energy production and exports to soar.
By 2020, it is expected the U.S. will export more energy than imports for the first time in 1953.
The U.S. is the largest crude oil producer in the world.
The U.S. is trending towards becoming a net exporter of oil and refined fuels.
Since 2016, coal exports have risen more than 90%.
The U.S. is world’s top producer of petroleum and natural gas.
In 2019, U.S. exports of liquefied natural gas (LNG) to the (EU) reached an all-time high.
And under President Trump the manufacturing economy is booming.
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Over 500,000 manufacturing jobs have been added since the President was elected.
Manufacturing optimism is at an all-time high.
85% of blue-collar workers believe their lives are heading in a positive direction.
While Joe Biden and other 2020 Democrats continue to tell voters there is no place for fossil fuels
and natural gas in our country, President Trump continues to champion American energy and
manufacturing.

Gun Control Debate

Since the shootings in El Paso and Dayton, the President has:
In the strongest words condemned the attacks.
Throughout his presidency, the President has repeatedly and forcefully denounced all forms of
hatred.
As the President reiterated on Monday, hate has no place in our society. We must all condemn
racism, bigotry, and white supremacy.
Called on our nation to come together and act in a bipartisan manner to make our communities safer.
Acknowledged the “internet has provided a dangerous avenue to radicalize disturbed minds.”
Called on the DOJ to work in coordination with local, state, and federal agencies as well as social
media companies to detect mass shooters before they act.
Encouraged our mental health laws to be reformed to help identify disturbed individuals who may
commit acts of violence.
Called on “Red Flag laws” to be instituted to help stop those who pose a risk from possessing a
firearm.
Directed the DOJ to propose legislation that will force those who commit hate crimes to face the
death penalty.
Called on Congress to find additional bipartisan solutions that will make America safer.
The President has committed to pass concrete, bipartisan proposals that will keep Americans safe.
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On Friday, the President said he believes headway is being made amongst members to propose
meaningful changes to the background check process.
The President remains committed to combatting hate-fueled violence of domestic terrorism.
FBI Director Christopher Wray attested that the bureau is using all investigative techniques and
methods to combat domestic terrorism.
In May alone the FBI investigated 850 domestic terrorism cases.
The FBI established the Domestic Terrorism-Hate Crimes Fusion Cell to target domestic terrorism
fueled by hate.
The DOJ has launched a centralized website to educate the public on hate crimes and encourage
reporting.
President Trump and his administration have taken responsible action to help stop gun violence.
FIX NICS Act – which strengthened the background check reporting system - was signed into law in
2018.
The President has called on states to adopt Extreme Risk Protection Orders. ERPOs provide
authorities with a temporary way to keep firearms away from individuals who pose a threat.
The Administration banned bump stocks.
In FY2018, the Department of Justice prosecuted a record number of firearm offenses, helping to
keep illegal guns off our streets and out of the hands of criminals.
The President remains a strong defender of the Second Amendment but is committed to working
with Congress to take action to ensure the mentally ill do not have access to firearms and our
communities are safe.

Top Retweetable Content
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GOP on Twitter
“.@realDonaldTrump’s agenda has allowed U.S. energy
production & exports to soar. *By 2020, it is expected the
U...

The White House on Twitter
“Instead of relying on foreign countries, we're relying on
AMERICAN energy and AMERICAN workers to build our
fut...
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Ronna McDaniel on Twitter
“Since he was elected, @realDonaldTrump has been
delivering for New Hampshire: Unemployment dropped to
2.5% (!!...

Vice President Mike Pence on Twitter
“Under @realDonaldTrump, the economy is growing & jobs
are soaring. This Monday, I will travel to the Great Stat...

Sample Tweets

The Trump Economy is Booming
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Thanks to President @realdonaldtrump:
The economy added 224,000 jobs.
The unemployment rate remains near its lowest point in almost half a century.
17,000 manufacturing jobs were added in June alone.
The labor force participation rate was 62.9%, showing American workers are continuing to come off
the sidelines and enter the workforce.
Wages continue to rise – there have been 11 straight months of wage growth of 3% or higher.
With the unemployment rate of women near a 50 year low and African-American unemployment at
a near record low, why does @RepX/SenX continue to obstruct President @realdonaldtrump's
prosperous agenda?
Under President @realdonaldtrump, six million jobs have been created!
Under President @realdonaldtrump’s leadership, the economy continues to fire on all cylinders and
Americans are reaping the benefits!
While @RepX/SenX has tried to obstruct America’s progress, President @realdonaldtrump has
ushered our nation into a new era of greatness!
Republicans' Tax Cuts and Jobs Act boosted working class families:
Increased deductions
Expanded education savings plans
DOUBLED child tax credit
Immediately brought bonuses, raises, promotions

The Environment

Thanks to @realDonaldTrump's leadership, the U.S. designated over one million new acres of
wilderness this year -- the largest public lands legislation in a decade.
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President Trump is dedicated to preserving water quality in the United States and globally. Upon
signing the Save Our Seas Act in 2018, the U.S. reauthorized marine debris cleanup programs and
promoted international action toward purifying our oceans.
With one of the strongest environmental records in the world, the United States has taken significant
steps toward reducing hazardous sites, expanding hunting and fishing access, and preventing forest
fires.

Border Security

There's a crisis occurring at our southern border: nearly 100,000 migrants were apprehended or
deemed inadmissible at the border in June alone!
Democrats like @RepX/SenX need to work with President @realdonaldtrump! We are still on track
to reach 1 million border apprehensions this fiscal year.
President @realdonaldtrump is committed to securing the border and stopping the flow of drugs,
crime, and human trafficking coming across our southern border!
The Trump administration has pledged to build over 400 more miles of the border wall by the end of
2020. Meanwhile, Democrats have voted against funding toward the border crisis over 80 times.
.@POTUS is serious about securing the southern border:
Rolling back asylum system abuse
Mexico now on board to solve the crisis
Supporting our brave ICE officials

Healthcare

Democrats’ $32 TRILLION plan would absolutely eliminate the private plans that upwards of 200
MILLION Americans have! Is this what you want, @RepX/SenX?
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Despite 80% of Americans rating the quality of their health care as excellent or good, 2020
Democrats still want a radical government takeover!
Democrats’ healthcare agenda is extreme, would bankrupt our country, and is totally wrong for
America!
As @POTUS works toward expanding healthcare options for families, Democrats are pushing a
government takeover of healthcare which includes longer wait times, higher costs, and fewer
choices.
As Democrats and establishment media try to downplay President Trump's approach to healthcare,
his recent executive order aims to:
bolster medical services
expand organ donation
expedite transplants
It's clear that @realDonaldTrump is committed to improving America's healthcare system.

Boost Your Messaging With Graphics

July Jobs Report - Google Drive
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Push The Latest Clips To Your Supporters

GOP
This is the official Republican National Committee (RNC)
YouTube Channel, where you will find all of the latest ...
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Kamala’s Flip Flop Flops On Health Care Roll-Out
After months of flip-flopping (and then flip-flopping again) on
heath care, Harris will try to sell her plan tod...

Democrats’ Big City Bias Shows In Iowa
Democrats are pushing an agenda that will not only hurt rural
voters but attack their way of life and their voic...
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The Trump Economy Continues To Silence Democrats
The July jobs report underlined the “solid” labor market, as wages
continued to climb and more than 350,000 work...

Research | GOP

Economy
President Trump’s policies have put the American economy into high gear.

• Since President Trump was elected over 6 million jobs have been created.
• Over 500,000 manufacturing jobs have been created since the president was elected.
• The GDP for the first quarter of 2019 was 3.2% - the fastest first quarter growth in 4 years.
• Highlights of June’s jobs report:
o 224,000 jobs were added in June, exceeding expectations.
o 17,000 manufacturing jobs were added in June.
o The unemployment rate remains near its lowest point in almost half a century.
o Latino American unemployment rate stands at 4.3%, still near its historic low of 4.2%.
o Asian American unemployment hit an all-time low of 2.1% in June.
o African American unemployment dipped to 6%, near a record low, and below the rate under any
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previous administration.
o The unemployment rate for women remains near a 50 year low at 3.6%.
o Wages continue to rise – there have been 11 straight months of wage growth of 3% or higher.
• The Dow Jones Industrial Average hit record highs more than 80 times under President Trump,
including closing higher than 26,000 points for the first time in its history.
• Under President Trump’s leadership, Congress passed historic tax cuts and relief for hard-working
Americans. The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act is the first major tax reform signed in 30 years.
o As a result of the historic tax cuts, nearly 9,000 Opportunity Zones were created in all 50 states,
DC, and 5 territories. Opportunity Zones will spur $100 billion in private capital investment and
impact nearly 35 million Americans.
o The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act increased the Child Tax Credit by 100% keeping more money in the
pockets of hardworking mothers.
• Economic confidence rebounded to record highs under President Trump because his pro-growth
policies have and continue to put American workers and businesses first.
• President Trump has rolled back unnecessary job-killing regulations at a record clip which has
saved billions and unleashed massive economic growth.
o This includes rolling back the costly Obama-era “Clean Power Plan.”

Immigration
President Trump is working to secure our border.

• President Trump is fulfilling his promise to build a border wall, with sizable portions already
finished or under construction.
o It’s expected that 400 miles will be finished by the end of the year.
• Under President Trump, the U.S. Border Patrol has arrested hundreds of members of dangerous
gangs. • The President has strongly enforced our nation’s immigration laws by cracking down on
illegal immigration and taken aim at “sanctuary cities.”
• President Trump has called on Congress to close dangerous loopholes such as “Catch and
Release,” end chain migration, and end the visa lottery program which enables illegal immigration.
• We are closing asylum loopholes – recently, the administration instituted a new rule requiring
migrants who come to our border to have previously applied and been denied to a country they
passed through.
• President Trump was successful in his efforts to get Mexico and the Northern Triangle countries to
step up and help stop the crisis at the border.
• In May, President Trump announced a new immigration proposal that would modernize our system
and secure the border.
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Foreign Policy
President Trump has restored our nation’s standing in the world and is standing up to bad actors.

• President Trump has negotiated better and fairer deals for the American people.
o President Trump has kept his promise to deliver a modern and rebalanced trade deal to replace
NAFTA.
o President Trump withdrew the United States from the flawed Trans-Pacific Partnership.
o President Trump has forced our allies to recommit to NATO.
• The United States has successfully decimated ISIS.
• President Trump fulfilled his promise to name Jerusalem Israel’s capital city and moved the U.S.
Embassy
• President Trump used tariffs to rattle China’s economy and leaders for their trade cheating.
• Thanks to pressure from the United States, 50 countries followed President Trump’s leadership in
recognizing Juan Guaidó as the legitimate leader of Venezuela.
• President Trump held two historic summits with North Korean leader Kim Jong Un, further
demonstrating the Administration’s commitment to a denuclearized Korean peninsula.
• President Trump withdrew the U.S. from the Iran Nuclear Agreement and instituted the toughest
sanctions in history to drive the regime’s oil exports to zero.
o In June 2019, President Trump signed an executive order that authorizes expanded sanctions
against Iran.
• The Administration has vigorously and quickly enforced red lines against regimes and individuals
that use chemical weapons.
• The Trump Administration has imposed sanctions on Russian entities and individuals previously
indicted for their roles in Russian interference in our election.

Judicial
President Trump continues to reshape the Federal judiciary at a record pace and is following through
on his promise to appoint judges who will uphold the Constitution and rule of law.
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• President Trump has nominated, and the Senate has confirmed a grand total of 131 Article III
judges:
o 2 Supreme Court Justices – Justice Gorsuch and Justice Kavanaugh.
o 43 Circuit Court judges
o 86 District Court judges

Health Care
President Trump has reduced the cost of health care and taken significant steps to fight the opioid
epidemic.

• President Trump has prioritized fixing our broken health care system and worked with Congress to
implement a system that works for all Americans.
• The individual mandate penalty has been eliminated.
• Association health plans have been expanded.
• Short-term, limited duration insurance plans have been extended.
• President Trump is working to implement his plan to lower prescription drugs.
• Under the Trump Administration, we have seen the first ever decline of average benchmark
premiums on the federal health care exchange.
• Reforms to expand Medicare Advantage options and Health Reimbursement Accounts have been
expanded.
• President Trump mobilized his entire administration to address the drug addiction and opioid abuse
by declaring a Nationwide Public Health Emergency.
• President Trump signed the SUPPORT for Patients and Communities Act to fight the opioid
epidemic.
• President Trump signed an executive order that increases price and quality transparency.

President Donald J. Trump’s Blueprint To Lower Drug
Prices | The White H...
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Drug prices are being driven up unfairly, taking a toll on the
American people.

CEA on Twitter
“The prices for prescription drugs fell 0.6% during the 12
months 2018. This is the largest decline in prescript...

Military and Veterans
President Trump is protecting America and our allies by rebuilding our military and ensuring our
veterans receive the care they deserve.

• President Trump has restored American military strength.
• Under President Trump’s leadership, Congress passed two historic National Defense Authorization
Acts (NDAA) which allocate almost $1.5 trillion combined to rebuild and grow our military.
• The FY2019 NDAA included a 2.6% military pay raise, the largest in 9 years.
• President Trump signed the Veterans Accountability and Whistleblower Protection Act to allow
senior officials in the Department of Veterans Affairs (V.A.) to fire failing employees and establish
safeguards to protect whistleblowers.
• The President signed the V.A. Choice and Quality Employment Act of 2017 to authorize $2.1
billion in additional funds for the Veterans Choice Program (VCP).
• The Trump Administration created a new White House V.A. Hotline, staffed by veterans and
family members.
• Veterans Affairs increased transparency and accountability by launching an online “Access and
Quality Tool.” This provides veterans a way to access wait time and quality of care data.
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Additional Accomplishments

• President Trump signed the historic FIRST STEP Act into law on December 21, 2018.
o The FIRST STEP ACT has been widely hailed as the most meaningful criminal justice reform in a
generation.
o This landmark legislation included necessary reforms to our justice system, improves our prison
system, and prepares inmates for reentry in our communities.
• The Trump Administration has prioritized empowering women to pursue careers and realize their
economic potential.
o President Trump directed more than $200 million per year to technology education grants for
women and programs that encourage participation in STEM careers.
o President Trump signed an Executive Order establishing the National Council For The American
Worker.
o Over 300 companies and associations of all size and industry have signed the Administration’s
Pledge to America’s Workers, promising to create more than 12 million education, training, and
skill-building opportunities over the next 5 years.
o Ivanka Trump created the Women’s Global Development and Prosperity Initiative (W-GDP) to
help 50 million women in developing countries realize their economic potential by 2025.
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